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INTRODUCTION

AQUABUDDY S.R.L. thanks you for having chosen Aquabuddy-Home, the only electronic medi-
cal device that allows to shower, or wash separate parts of the body, such as the head or intimate 
areas of people who are bedridden.
Aquabuddy-Home is the result of many years of experience of Pol-Group, a dynamic entre-
preneurship network that operates in various fields of healthcare, including hospitals, nursing 
homes, rest homes and other assisted care structures. AQUABUDDY S.R.L. constantly aims at 
improving the life of people affected by both permanent and temporary disabilities, by provid-
ing them with instruments that simplify and dignify daily hygiene operations. 
Making personal hygiene simpler and more efficient leads to a reduction in the proliferation of 
bacterial infections associated with prolonged bed rest (e.g. urinary tract infections), as faster 
healing of bedsores. Furthermore, a good wash, made up of soaping up, rinsing and drying, 
allows the skin to be healthier, eliminating harmful bacteria without altering benign flora. 
If used correctly, Aquabuddy-Home guarantees an extremely high standard of hygiene, with a 
full body (shower) or partial wash (Ergobasin) of subjects unable to wash themselves. 
The scope of this manual is to indicate to the operator how to use the machine safely and effi-
ciently. It is important that the instrument is used according to the directions in this manual. For 
any possible doubts or needs for clarification regarding the device’s use or safety, please contact 
AQUABUDDY S.R.L.

Special considerations and warnings are presented in this manual under the headings:

NOTE:
is a piece of useful information in order to obtain the best performance of the instrument;

CAUTION: 
describes situations that could cause damage to the operator, the patient or the instrument 
itself;

WARNING:
describes situations that could cause serious damage to the operator, the patient or the instru-
ment itself

WARNING – PROFESSIONAL USE: 
describes situations that could cause serious damage to the operator, the patient or the instru-
ment itself SOLELY IN THE CASE THAT IT IS BEING USED PROFESSIONALLY WITH MULTIPLE 
PATIENTS
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 GENERAL PRECAUTIONS FOR SAFE USE

•  READ AND FOLLOW THE INDICATIONS IN THIS USER’S MANUAL CAREFULLY. AQUABUDDY 
S.R.L. IS NOT LIABLE FOR ANY POSSIBLE DAMAGE OR HARM TO PERSONS OR PEOPLE 
CAUSED BY THE INCORRECT USE OF THE DEVICE.

•  DO NOT USE AQUABUDDY-HOME FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN THOSE FOR WHICH 
IT WAS INTENDED OR ANY USES FOR WHICH IT WAS NOT EXPRESSLY DESIGNED AND 
MANUFACTURED AS INDICATED BY THE MANUFACTURER IN THIS USER’S MANUAL.

•  DO NOT USE AQUABUDDY-HOME EXCEPT IN ENVIRONMENTS IN WHICH THERE ARE 
SUITABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE WASHING OF A BEDRIDDEN PERSON. CAREFULLY 
EVALUATE THE TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY AND VENTILATION IN THE ROOM TO BE SURE 
THEY ARE OBJECTIVELY ADEQUATE TO THE OPERATION.

•  AQUABUDDY-HOME IS DESIGNED FOR USE WITH NORMAL TAP WATER. AQUABUDDY-
HOME WATER DOES NOT PRODUCE POTABLE DRINKING WATER AND DOES NOT 
ELIMINATE ANY BACTERIA FROM THE WATER. TAKE ANY AND ALL APPROPRIATE 
PRECAUTIONS.

•  AQUABUDDY-HOME IS A MEDICAL DEVICE THAT CAN BE REPAIRED AND MAINTAINED 
SOLELY BY QUALIFIED PERSONNEL WHO HAVE BEEN SPECIALLY TRAINED BY 
AQUABUDDY S.R.L.

•  IT IS FORBIDDEN TO REMOVE THE COVERS AND PROTECTIONS FROM AQUABUDDY-
HOME. ANY REMOVAL OF THE PROTECTION WILL RENDER THE WARRANTY NULL AND 
VOID AND EXPOSE THOSE AROUND IT TO ELECTRIFICATION SINCE THE INTERNAL 
PARTS OF AQUABUDDY-HOME HAVE RUNNING ELECTRICITY. 
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1 GENERAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Aquabuddy-Home system sets out to definitively resolve the problem of washing the entire 
body, or just the intimate areas or head of people who cannot move or have limited movement, 
or those who are not self sufficient.
This situation typically makes it impossible to carry out a truly complete wash and instead leads 
to the wash being partial or ineffective, often without the possibility of using running water. 
Normally it is not possible to take a daily shower when this would require the movement of the 
patient to the bathroom fitted with means for the lifting and transfer of the patient, which are 
complex operations that likely involve physical and psychological stress.
Aquabuddy-Home avoids all of these problems by bringing the bathroom to the patient’s 
bed, without any additional physical or psychological stress for either the patient or the 
care-giver.
Aquabuddy-Home is fitted with independent tanks for clean and dirty water, with a shower 
head water distributor that allows for:
1) A complete shower using a waterproof sheet/basin secured to the bed with clamps or by 
means of the patented “EasyFrame” frame;
2) Washing the intimate areas or head of the patient using the inflatable “ErgoBasin”, which 
can be placed directly on the sheets or the patients themselves.
Furthermore, the daily use of the ErgoBasin facilitates the work of the caregiver, but also 
permits a high quality wash that reduces the bacterial load, especially in the perineal area. 
Consistent cleaning of the intimate areas limits the incidence of urinary tract infections.
The use of this device is indicated for all those, whether professionals or family members, who 
take care of people who are not self-sufficient.

1.2 PROFESSIONAL USE WITH MULTIPLE PATIENTS
Thanks to the exclusive “CleanSuction” water suction and spray system, the pumps and turbines 
(that cannot be sanitized), are never in contact with the water, and therefore cannot be contami-
nated by bacteria present in either the tap water or the dirty rinse water. 
This makes Aquabuddy-Home possible to completely and easily sanitize, and it can be used ef-
fectively and with the greatest safety with multiple patients, so long as it is carefully cleaned as 
described in Section 7.
When used intensively with multiple patients, in addition to the appropriate single-use medical 
aids, it is recommended a “patient kit” be purchased for each person to be washed. This kit 
includes all the parts subject to contact with the person or likely to get dirty. This way the Aqua-
buddy-Home cleaning operations are made significantly simpler and the “patient kit” cleaning 
can be delayed or delegated to the family.

1.3 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Electrical power:  230V 50 Hz
• Power:    120 Watt
• Water supply:  Manual refill with clean drinking water
• Dimensions:    H 760 L 450 T 370 mm
• Empty weight:  13 Kg
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1.4 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Aquabuddy-Home is made up of:
1)  Reversible cover that turns into a shelf for holding objects and can even be removed
2)  Shower with on/off switch to prolong the duration of the wash or save water
3)  “CleanSuction” system to suck up and spray water through an independent circuit without 
  any possibility of contamination
4)  Integrated system to activate the “ErgoBasin”
5)  4 swivel wheels
6)  Clean water tank
7)  Drain water tank with overflow safety valve
8)  “EasyFrame” door opening
9)  Drain water suction lever
10)  “EasyFrame” – Patented frame to support the sheet/basin for beds without headboard 
  or footboards
11)  “ErgoBasin” – Inflatable basin for washing the head or intimate areas
12)  Inflation/deflation system connection hoses.
13)   Function of the suction power adjustment

1

2

5

7 4
6

9

3
8

10
11 12

13
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1.5 CONTENTS OF THE PACKAGE
The package contains:
1)  “ErgoBasin” Inflatable bidet basin
2)  “ErgoBasin” hose kit for partial wash
3)   “EasyFrame” frame for supporting the sheet/basin on beds without headboards 
  or footboards
4)   “EasyFrame” clips for the frame
5)   Tube with suction nozzle
6)   Clips for anchoring the sheet/basin to the bed on the headboard and footboard 
7)   Rubber bands to hold the sheet/basin to the bed (for those with headboards 
  and footboards)
8)   Water suction and spray hose kit
9)   Shower hose
10)  Aquabuddy-Home (not shown in the image)
11)  This Manual (not shown in the image)
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Consumable materials for the first use:
a. Waterproof sheet/basin
b. Single use high-density polyethylene bags for the “ErgoBasin”
c. Bottle of hypoallergenic non-foaming liquid soap
d. Velcro straps

a

b

c d
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2 UNPACKING
a.  To remove Aquabuddy-Home from its original packaging proceed as follows

b.  Open the top of the main cardboard box. Be sure not to use any sharp objects that could 
ruin the elements contained within

c.  Take out the box of accessories and the materials for the first use. Carefully open these, 
being sure not to use any sharp objects that could damage the objects below

d.  Take out the cover

e.  Grab the Aquabuddy-Home by the handle with two hands and pull it upwards and out of 
the box, while taking care to ensure that the tanks are correctly anchored to it and making 
sure they do not fall. Alternatively, you can tilt the box to the side the handle is on, grab the 
Aquabuddy-Home by the handle and let it slide until it is completely out of the box

f.  Put all the original packaging back in the box and keep it in case the instrument may need 
to be shipped in the future

NOTE: In case of damage or malfunctions, repairs under warranty will only be accepted if 
the instrument is shipped inside the original packaging.
 
3 PREPARATION OF
AQUABUDDY-HOME FOR ITS FIRST 
USE

Before using Aquabuddy-Home to wash a 
person, some preliminary operations must 
be performed and an empty test run of the 
shower/suction cycle must be performed. 
This ensures that:
- The device is adequately cleaned;
- The correct function of all of the compo-
nents is verified.

Perform the following steps.
Tanks and covers:

a.  Open the upper cover  of Aquabuddy-Home by releasing the appropriate latch  and 
rotating it completely back. The shelf that is created can then be used to hold the Aquabud-
dy-Home accessories during use.

b.  Locate the tank and cover for clean water  (with the GREEN handle and latches) and those 
for drain water  (with the GREY handle and latches).

c.  Take the covers off the tanks and remove the accessories that are inside the tanks. Take out 
the tanks and rinse them with soap and water.

d.  Fill the clean water tank half way up with tap water and then add no more than half a glass 
of disinfectant (such as alcohol or Amuchina solution).
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e.  Place the (filled) clean water and drain water tanks back in 
their appropriate housings.

f.  Check that the black waterproof linings on the covers are 
correctly in place and have no cracks  along the seal.

g.  Anchor the covers to their tanks with the special latches, 
being sure that both of the arrows printed on the covers 
are positioned so that they are pointing in towards the 
machine and each other.

Spray/suction hoses and joints:

h.  Tightly connect the (spiral) water suction  hose to the central panel and to the cover.

i.  Connect the air distribution hose  (in silicone) to both the central panel and the clean 
water cover.

Shower host with the suction nozzle:

j.  Connect the tube with suction nozzle to 
the drain water cover .

k.  Insert the shower hose tightly  in the 
special connection plug and be sure it 
goes all the way in .
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Turning it on and the empty test cycle:

l.  Uncoil the electrical power cord and plug 
it in. Then, turn on Aquabuddy-Home 
by pressing the appropriate switch 
(Aquabuddy home is double insulated 
and therefore there is no need for a con-
nection to ground).

m. Verify that the “ErgoBasin”  activation 
system has been put correctly in place.

n.  Place the suction nozzle in any empty 
container located at the same level as a 
bed to simulate the sheet-basin or the in-
flatable basin. Take the shower head and 
use the shower button to spray all of the 
water into the container. You will see how 
the water is immediately sucked up and 
the container would never fill up. Conti-
nue until all the water has been sucked.

o.  Turn off Aquabuddy-Home and proceed 
to the emptying and drying of the drain 
water tank and the clean water tank.

Aquabuddy-Home has now been correctly 
tested and cleaned and is ready to perform a 
wash on a person. How this is done is explai-
ned in the following sections:
• place the accessories below the patient 

to perform the shower (Section 4), 
• position the accessories below the pa-

tient to perform a partial wash (Section 
5), 

• operate Aquabuddy-Home in the wa-
shing operations (Section 6).
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4 SHOWER” FUNCTION - POSITIONING THE TUB-SHEET   

The tub-sheet is a disposable high quality material made of nonwoven fabric waterproofed on 
the side that touches the sheet. Each tub-sheet is packaged and folded individually in order to 
guarantee high hygienic standards and the maximum ease of usage

4.1 POSITIONING THE TUB-SHEET

Positioning
1. Remove the tub-sheet from the transparent bag and spread out the accordion fold along the 

length of the bed, next to the person in the bed who has previously been rolled onto his/her 
side (fig. a);

2. Flatten out the longitudinal folds for half of the sheet as indicated in fig. b;
3. Position the side of the tub-sheet that is already folded under the side of the person (fig. c);

4. Roll the person onto his/her other side so that  he/she is now on top of the half unfolded 
sheet (fig d);

5. Open the folds on the second half of the tub-sheet (fig. e);
6. Lastly, put the person into a supine position (fig.f).

Securing the tub-sheet to the bed
Build the edges of the tub (fig. g);
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7. Secure the edges of the tub to the bed:
A) Bed without headboard/footboard
Anchor the corner of the tub-sheet to the structure “EasyFrame” already positioned (see 
user manual) with the anchoring clips. Make sure they are properly fixed  (fig. h and i).
B) Bed with headboard/footboard
-  Anchor the clips (fig. k) to the edges of the bed using the rubber bands (fig. l) and, if 
necessary, the accessory clips (fig. m);
-  Anchor the corners of the tub-sheet to the clips. Make sure they hold properly (fig. n).

4.2 REMOVING AND CLEANING THE TUB-SHEET 

1.  Undo the clips, remove the ’“EasyFrame” (if used) and the tub-sheet following the positio-
ning procedure in reverse; 

2.  Clean the tub-sheet, dry it carefully, and put it aside for future use or throw it out according 
to the locally enforced plastic recycling policies.

A) B)
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5 PARTIAL WASH (“BIDET” OR HEAD 
WASH) FUNCTION – POSITIONING THE 
“ERGOBASIN”
The “ErgoBasin” accessory is made up of an infla-
table ergonomic basin that allows the simple and 
effective washing of the patients head or intimate 
areas, without the discomfort of a bedpan and sub-
stantially facilitating the operation for the caregiver. 
Prior to being positioned, “ErgoBasin” must first 
be placed inside the specific single-use bag that 
protects it from water and getting dirty, in order to 
ensure the long life of the product. At the end of 
the wash, the bag can also be used to collect the 
diaper or other waste that has accumulated during 
the wash.
NOTE: The “bidet” bag can be used to wash the 
intimate areas even when the patient’s skin is irrita-
ted, in the case of bedsores or wounds. Follow the 
doctor’s instructions.
WARNING: The bags must be kept out of reach of 
children and possibly patients in order to avoid the 
risk of suffocation.

Perform the following operations in order to posi-
tion the “ErgoBasin”:

a.  Spread out “ErgoBasin” and put it into a sin-
gle-use bag.

b.  Fold “ErgoBasin” in half lengthwise and place 
it under the patient using the above described 
“transverse” method .

CAUTION: when using the basin to wash the inti-
mate areas, be careful to place the back support on 
the side of the patient’s back with the higher edge 
of the basin where the small of the patient’s back is 

.

CAUTION: when using to wash the head, be care-
ful to place the back on the side of the patient’s back with the higher edge high on the nape of 
the patient’s neck (OCCIPITAL AREA) .

c.  Connect the inflation/deflation tubes kit to “ErgoBasin” taking care to fit them together so 
that the tube with a blue stripe are joined to those without any stripe.

d.  Pull the bag tightly around the tubes and use the velcro to hold it in place and prevent air 
from getting in when it is then sealed, during later use with Aquabuddy-Home.

NOTE: This operation allows the suction of all the air that is between the surface of the infla-
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table basin and the single-use bag in order to 
ensure the maximum adherence between the 
disposable device and the reusable device.
Now “ErgoBasin” has been correctly positio-
ned and can be inflated or deflated during 
while the wash is bring performed as explai-
ned in section 6.3.
CAUTION: Be sure to properly dispose of the 
bags so that they do not pollute the environ-
ment. Follow the applicable recycling regula-
tions in your area for plastics or other substan-
ces if the bag is used to wrap the diaper at the 
end of the wash.
WARNING: AQUABUDDY S.R.L. will not be 
held liable for any harm caused by the sin-
gle-use devices that have been used in any 
way other than those indicated in this manual. 

6 DAILY USE 
OF AQUABUDDY-HOME
6.1 FILLING THE HOT CLEAN WATER
a. Locate the CLEAN WATER TANK indicated

by the GREEN handle.

b. Disconnect the air distribution hose from
the cover .

c. Completely remove the shower  hose
and from the cover, including the uptake
part  inside the tank.

d. Remove the tank and bring it to the ba-
throom.

e. Remove the cover using the three green
anchoring latches.

f. Fill the tank with hot water up to the limit
marked by the transparent lines  on the
tank.

NOTE: it is possible to fill the 
clean water container with a 
shower or any other source of 
hot water.
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CAUTION: It is recommended you always check the temperature of the water before 
filling the device. Do not use water that is too hot or too cold so as to avoid harm to 
the patient’s health. It is best to let the water run for a few minutes before filling the 
tank. This operation tends to reduce the possible bacterial load present on the nozzle 
of the faucet.

CAUTION: Filling the tank with drinking water does not mean that the water that is 
then distributed by Aquabuddy is potable! Aquabuddy does not issue water that is 
potable. Do not swallow the water it sprays.

g. Put the tank back into its housing.

h. Check that the waterproof lining on the covers are positioned correctly and there are no
cracks in the seal.

i. Put the cover on. Latch all three of the green clips and reconnect the shower hose and the
air tube. Other Checks and Preliminary Operations.

j. Check that the DRAIN WATER TANK indicated by the GREY handle is empty and has its co-
ver properly attached with the grey clips. Check that the suction handle tube and the suction
hose are properly connected to the cover.

NOTE: The semitransparent tanks allow the level of the water contained to constantly be mo-
nitored.

k. Position Aquabuddy-Home near the bed where the wash is to be performed, near to the foot
of the bed.

l. Unwind the electrical power cord and plug it in.

CAUTION: It is recommended that you first position the sheet/basin or “ErgoBasin” and the 
preparation of the patient for the wash and then leave them dressed and covered while filling 
Aquabuddy Home with hot water and positioning it for the wash.

Aquabuddy-Home is ready to perform the washing operations. If you wish to perform a full 
shower, then follow the directions in Section 6.2. If you instead wish to perform a partial wash (of 
the intimate areas or the head) follow the indications in Section 6.3.

6.2 EXECUTION OF A FULL SHOWER IN THE BED
a. Position the waterproof TUB-SHEET on the bed as described in Section 4.

b. Position the SUCTION HANDLE on the surface of the sheet, between the patient’s legs, so
that it is lying on the surface the sheet at the lowest point possible.

c. Verify that the stopper that closes off the “ErgoBasin” activation system is properly inserted
in its place.

d. TURN ON AQUABUDDY-HOME by moving the main switch on the back to the ON position.
You will notice a green light on the button turns on and the water suction turbine will start
running.

e. SOAP up the patient using water-based non-foaming soaps and/or shampoo. It is recom-
mended you use soap provided by Aquabuddy srl that allows you to achieve the maximum
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cleanliness while minimizing any possible 
skin reactions and guaranteeing the perfect 
function of Aquabuddy - Home. 

CAUTION: To ensure proper function, the devi-
ce must always be used with non-foaming soap. 
The compressed air suction system could not 
work correctly if used with other soaps or deter-
gents and this would require the manual emp-
tying of the tanks and the bottom of the basin.

f. RINSE the patient with the shower.

CAUTION: Remember to rinse the patient off 
before the water is completely finished in order 
to avoid any possible discomfort for the patient.

g.  Put the shower head back on the rotating co-
ver of Aquabuddy-Home.

h.  Suck up the remaining water by moving the 
suction handle to any small pools of water on 
the bottom of the sheet/basin.

i.  Put the suction tube back on the upper cover 
of Aquabuddy-Home.

j.  TURN OF AQUABUDDY-HOME by switching 
the main switch to OFF.

k.  Dry the patient and the bottom of the sheet/
basin with a towel.

NOTE: For the comfort of the patient, cover him 
or her with a dry towel.

NOTE: In order to dry better it is recommended 
you use a hairdryer for both the head and any 
parts of the body where there are folds in the 
skin (breasts, buttocks, armpits, etc.). Make sure 
the air temperature is suitable.

CAUTION: In the case of decubitus ulcers blot 
them with a cloth and delicately try them with 
warm air, and always as per doctor’s orders.

CAUTION: Leaving wet soap on the skin means 
leaving exposed to a greater probability of skin 
infections, urinary infections and bedsores. 
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l. Remove the TUB-SHEET as described in Section 4.

m. Proceed with the final operations described in Section 6.4.

6.3 EXECUTION OF THE PARTIAL WASH (“BIDET” OR HEAD)
a.  Position “ERGOBASIN” on the bed as per the indications in Section 5.

b.  Take the cover off  the “ErgoBasin”  activation site.

c.  Connect the “ErgoBasin” junction  to the activation site in the inflated position  (full 
“ball”).

d.  TURN ON AQUABUDDY-HOME by moving the 
main switch on the back to the ON position. You 
will notice a green light on the button turns on 
and the water suction turbine will start running. 
“ErgoBasin” will begin to inflate and raise the 
patient up in a perfectly ergonomic manner.

e.  Make certain that the single-use bag adheres in 
near vacuum to the “ErgoBasin”. If a better seal 
is needed check that the air entrance is properly 
sealed so that the adherence is optimal.

f.  Position the SUCTION HANDLE inside the basin 
so that it is resting on the surface of the bottom 
at the lowest point possible.

g.  SOAP UP the patient using water-based non-fo-
aming soaps and/or shampoos. It is recommen-
ded you use soap provided by Aquabuddy srl 
that allows you to achieve the maximum cle-
anliness while minimizing any possible skin re-
actions and guaranteeing the perfect function 
of Aquabuddy - Home. 

CAUTION: To ensure proper function, the 
device must always be used with non-foaming 
soap. The compressed air suction system could 
not work correctly if used with other soaps or 
detergents and this would require the manual 
emptying of the tanks and the bottom of the 
basin.

h.  RINSE the patient with the shower.
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CAUTION: Remember to rinse the patient off before the water is completely finished in 
order to avoid any possible discomfort for the patient.

i.  Put the shower head back on the upper cover of Aquabuddy-Home.

j.  Suck up the remaining water by moving the suction handle to any small pools of water on the 
bottom of the sheet/basin.

k.  Put the suction tube back on the upper cover of Aquabuddy-Home.

TURN OF AQUABUDDY-HOME by switching the main switch to OFF.

l.  Dry the patient and the bottom of the sheet/basin with a towel.

NOTE: For the comfort of the patient, cover him or her with a dry towel.

NOTE:: In order to dry better it is recommended you use a hairdryer for both the head and 
any parts of the body where there are folds in the skin (breasts, buttocks, armpits, etc.). Make 
sure the air temperature is suitable.

CAUTION: In the case of decubitus ulcers blot them with a cloth and delicately try them 
with warm air, and always as per doctor’s orders.

CAUTION: Leaving wet soap on the skin means being exposed to a greater probability of 
skin infections, urinary infections and bedsores.

m. Remove the velcro closure from the bag. Disconnect the “ErgoBasin” junction from the acti-
vation site and turn it to reconnect it to the deflation position  (empty “ball”). “Ergo-
Basin” will deflate until the air is fully emptied from it thereby lowering the patient in fully 
ergonomic respect.

n.  Once “ErgoBasin” has been completely emptied, TURN OFF AQUABUDDY-HOME by mo-
ving the main switch to OFF.

o.  Put the closure stopper  into the correct spot on the “ErgoBasin” activation site.

p.  Remove “ErgoBasin” as described in Section 5.

q.  Take out the single-use sack, turn it inside out 
and use it for any waste.

r.  Proceed with the final operations described in 
Section 6.4.

6.4 FUNCTION OF THE SUCTION POWER 
ADJUSTMENT
Thanks to the knob (that You can find on frontal 
Aquabuddy-Home’s panel), You can adjust the water 
suction power of wastewater.

It is possible to adjust the suction power of wastewa-
ter, using the knob placed in Aquabuddy Home fron-
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tal panel, in order to rapidly select the suction power according to different stages of washing.

Turn the knob clockwise (as on the figure aside) to increase the suction power during the shower, 
or turn the knob counterclockwise to decrease the power and if necessary, to break the flow of 
water suction.

6.5 FINAL OPERATIONS
a.  Disconnect the electrical cord and coil around the appropriate hooks.

b.  Bring Aquabuddy-Home into the bathroom to empty it and perform the final cleaning.

c.  Disconnect all the hoses from the tank covers.
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d.  Take the drain water tank out and remove its cover. Pour its contents into drain (preferably 
the toilet). Clean the tank with soap and water, rinse it and dry it carefully.

e.  Take out the clean water tank and remove the cover. Dry the inside of the clean water tank.

f. Proceed with the cleaning of the shower head, the suction handle and the tank covers using 
the techniques described in Section 7.

Aquabuddy-Home is now ready to be used for the next wash.

7 CLEANING AND DISINFECTION
At the end of each patient washing, clean and disinfect: 
• the shower head; 
• the suction handle and suction tube; 

• the clean water distribution hose all the way down to the nozzle in the tank; 
• the basin inflation tube; 
• any external parts of the tank that came in contact with dirt or residue; 
• the clean water cover, especially along the lining; 
• the drain water tank; and the cover of the drain water tank, especially along the lining and 

the overflow system.

7.1 COVERS, SEAL LINING AND THE OVERFLOW SYSTEM
a.  To clean the overflow system, take it out by rotating it. Remove the containment grid , 

clean the floater  and grid. Then reinsert the floater pointing up and reinsert the grid in 
the housing in the cover. Then extract and clean the top next to it .

b.  To clean the seal lining  and their housings  within the covers, delicately extract the 
lining using a small screwdriver . Once it is removed clean the lining’s housing within the 
cover and the lining itself. 

The lining must be reinserted starting at the arrow  on the cover. Move forward pressing it 
in with your fingers, and take special care to avoid cracks forming between the two layers of 
the lining when positioning the second layer next to the first at the end of the insertion .

 
CAUTION: The containers and hoses tend to accumulate the water loaded in them. The water 
put in the clean water container and the shower hose is typically about 36–38°C, a temperature 
which creates an environment that favors the growth of bacteria. The drain water container and 
the suction system instead contain the bacteria that come from the patient.

CAUTION: Use a suitable disinfectant (an alcohol solution, Amuchina or another multi-use di-
sinfectant). Avoid using highly acid detergents. If a film of calcium deposits forms over time, then 
wash the devices in a water and limescale removal solution for the minimum time required to 
remove the incrustations. To wash with simple soap and water it is possible to use boiling water 
and a brush or a soft sponge.

WARNING – PROFESSIONAL USE: The above listed parts or their contents could come into 
contact with different bedridden people. Therefore, it is recommended the users of the device 
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perform the above stated operations with the utmost attention and care to ensure a high stan-
dard of hygiene.

WARNING – PROFESSIONAL USE: In order to minimize the risk of cross infection between 
multiple patients, it is recommended a “patient kit” be purchased for each person to be washed. 
This kit includes all the parts subject to contact with the person to be washed and which may 
get dirty. This way, the Aquabuddy-Home cleaning operations are significantly simplified and the 
cleaning of the “patient kit” can also be delayed or delegated to the family.

7.2 EXTERNAL PARTS AND CASING
Clean these parts with normal, neutral, non-abrasive water-based detergents every day.
CAUTION: Do not use aggressive detergents or pure alcohol. An alcohol solution of no more 
than 30% by volume can be used so long as care is taken not to rub too hard.

8 ORDINARY MAINTENANCE
The ordinary maintenance of Aquabuddy-Home consists in the correct execution of the daily 
cleaning and disinfection operations as described above.
Any possible repair and/or extraordinary maintenance may NOT be performed by the user. 
These activities must be performed by authorized technical personnel who have been properly 
trained by AQUABUDDY S.R.L.

9 DEMOLITION AND DISPOSAL
Aquabuddy-Home was designed to comply with the indications of the WEEE 
and ROHS regulations. Upon demolition the pars in plastic must be separated 
out and sent to be recycled as per the applicable laws.
With regard to the metallic mass, the subdivision into parts in iron and other 
metals or alloys is sufficient in order to send it to be recycled.
Electrical components, electronics and electromechanical elements are conside-
red dangerous waste and must therefore be disposed of at an authorized demo-
lisher in compliance with the applicable laws.
Contact AQUABUDDY S.R.L. with any questions.
If the instrument needs to be replaced it is the manufacturer’s responsibility to 
take care of its removal and disposal.
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10 MEDICAL DEVICE – DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Comunità Europea 
DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITÀ 

EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
EG-KONFORMITATSERKLARUNG 

In linea con la direttiva 89/336 
According to 89/336 directive 

Gemaß 89/336 

Produttore: 
Manufacturer / Hersteller: Aquabuddy S.r.l. 
Indirizzo: 
Address/Adresse Via Guizzardi 52 - 40054 Budrio (BO) Italy 

Prodotto:  
Product/ Proda  AQUABUDDY-HOME 
Codice: 
Product Ref./ Produktidentification AQB-HOME-xx 

(xx = versione) 
(xx= version/variante) 

Classificazione secondo: 
Classification acc. to/ Klassifizierung nach 

Direttiva 93/42 EEC        Classe I – Conf.allegato VII 

CEI EN 60601-1 (2007) 
APPARECCHI ELETTROMEDICALI – Parte 1 

Norme generali per la sicurezza 

CEI EN 60601-1-2 (2010) 
APPARECCHI ELETTROMEDICALI – Parte 1 

Prescrizioni generali per la sicurezza fondamentale e 
prestazioni essenziali – Norma collaterale: 

Compatibilità elettromagnetica – Prescrizioni e prove 

CEI EN 60601-1-11(2011) 
APPARECCHI ELETTROMEDICALI – Parte 1 

Prescrizioni generali per la sicurezza fondamentale e 
prestazioni essenziali – Norma collaterale: 

Prescrizioni per apparecchi elettromedicali e sistemi 
elettromedicali per uso domiciliare 

Budrio, ____18 May, 2016____ 

Località e data / Place and date / Ort und datum 

Matteo Monticelli 

Amministratore delegato / CEO / Geshaftsgebietsleiter 

Stefano Di Camillo 

Project Manager 

_____________________________ 
Firma / Signature / Unterschrift 

_____________________________ 
Firma / Signature / Unterschrift 
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11 WHAT TO DO IF…

Aquabuddy-Home does not turn 
on (one does not hear the sound 
of the pump nor the sound of the 
turbine) 

• Check the charger cable.
• Make sure that the rear switch is turned on.  
• Make sure that there is electricity in the socket.

The shower head no longer sup-
plies water

• The clean water container is empty: fill it.
• Check the tightening of the clips.
• Make sure that the seal of the jug lid is well placed 

and tight, with no splits.
• The air pipe is disconnected. 
• The pump is damaged: get in touch with the technical 

assistance.
• Make sure that the jug lid was assembled in the right 

way, with the arrow pointed towards the interior of 
the machine and in line with the notch visible on the 
surface of the machine.

The shower head supplies a weak 
water flow 

• The shower head is encrusted: clean the shower head 
with anti-limestone detergent. 

• The tube is bended in a way that interrupts the water 
flow: spread out the tube completely.  If this doesn’t 
fix the problem, call the technical assistance.

The vacuum system does not 
suction the water

• Make sure the intake valve and suction tubes are con-
nected correctly and are not plugged. 

• Make sure that the cleaning of the refluent water jug 
was properly done. 

• Check the tightening of the clips. 
• Make sure that the seal of the jug lid is well placed 

and tight, with no splits.
• Make sure the vacuum tube has no constrictions. 
• Check that the overfilled-float is not stuck or wrongly 

placed (the correct placement is with the tip pointed 
upwards.  

• The turbine is damaged: get in touch with the techni-
cal assistance.  

• Make sure that the jug lid was assembled in the right 
way, with the arrow pointed towards the interior of 
the machine and in line with the notch visible on the 
surface of the machine.
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The air bed doesn’t inflate • Make sure that the commutator (par 6.3) is inserted
and well placed.

• Check that the connections of the pipes are not in-
verted.

• The turbine is damaged: get in touch with the techni-
cal assistance.

The bidet sack does not va-
cuum-seal. 

• Check the connections of the pipes
• Make sure the sack is closed with the velcro.
• Check that the sack doesn’t obstruct the intake valve

of the vacuum system.
• The turbine is damaged: get in touch with the techni-

cal assistance.
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AQUABUDDY S.R.L. 
Via Guizzardi, 52 - 40054 Budrio (BO) - Italy 

Tel. +39 051 6931845 - Fax +39 051 6931846 
VAT Number: 03366381204

info@aquabuddy.it

Australian Distributor
Gong Life Care Solutions

Suite 1, Ground Floor, Enterprise 1
Innovation Campus, Squires Way
North Wollongong, NSW 2500

Australia
1300 907 280

info@gonglcs.com.au
www.gonglcs.com.au
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